WELSH BLACK CATTLE SOCIETY
CYMDEITHAS GWARTHEG DUON CYMREIG

SALE ENTRY FORM

OF
PEDIGREE WELSH BLACK BULLS and FEMALES, entered or accepted for entry in THE HERD BOOK, GRADING-UP APPENDIX or POLLED REGISTER
(Held under the auspices of the WELSH BLACK CATTLE SOCIETY and under the Society’s Auction Sale Rules)

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION AT

Venue ....................................................
Date ......................................................

ENTRIES CLOSE SEVEN WEEKS BEFORE DATE OF SALE
NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED
ENTRANCE FEE – £5 each – cheque made out to Auctioneers

ENTRIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY ENTRANCE FEE AND PEDIGREE CERTIFICATE

IMPORTANT NOTES
(Please read carefully before filling in Entry Form)
1. No cow over 10 years old can be entered for the Sale.
2. No bull under 10 months old can be entered for the Sale.
3. Classes will be decided after closing date for entries, in order to ensure a fairly even number in each Class.
4. This Sale may be made into a two-day event; if the number of entries justifies this action.
5. All entries must be sent to:

WELSH BLACK CATTLE SOCIETY
ROYAL WELSH SHOWGROUND, BUILTH WELLS, POWYS, LD2 3NJ
Tel: 01982 551 111 or 07943 138 480
ENTRY FORM
Animals must be Registered, or accepted for Registration in the Welsh Black Cattle Society Herd Book, Grading-Up Appendix or Polled Register.

Please enter the following animals for your Sale at: ..............................................

Name of Animal ............................................................... Herd Book No ........ Vol. ........
(In BLOCK LETTERS, and state if twin to heifer or bull)
Date of Birth ............................................................... Sex ........................................
Ear No ............................................................... UK No... ........................................

Exhibitor’s Name ..............................................................
(Block Letters. Give descriptive title)
Address .............................................................. ..............................................................

THE FOLLOWING PARTICULARS ARE REQUIRED IN THE CASE OF ALL ANIMALS ENTERED

In the case of females please answer all questions.
In the case of bulls please answer questions (d)–(e).

(a) If the last calf is to be sold with Dam give: Date of previous calving ........................................
Date of prior calving .......................................... Sex ........................................
Name .......................... Date of birth ........................................
Ear No.......................... Name of sire .......................... H.B. No .... Vol ..........

(b) Is the female served or not? Answer YES or NO ..........................

(c) If the female is served, give date of last service, or insemination .......................... OR
between dates when running with the bull. From .......................... to ..........................

(All females served, or inseminated, less than 12 weeks from date of Sale will be described as not
being guaranteed in-calf).

Name of bull to which female is in-calf .................................................. Vol ..................

(IIf Service Sire is an A.I. Bull, the certificate must be forwarded with the entry form.)

(d) Is the herd participating in a licensed cattle health scheme testing for Johne's disease?
Answer YES or NO ..........................

(Note: it is not obligatory to be participating, but if not, the herd will be classified as Johne's disease risk level 5)

If the herd is using a health scheme other than the Premium Cattle Health Scheme, please state
which one .......................... ........................................

(e) If animal is organic:
Give Licence No. ..........................
Name of Certification Body ..............................................................

I hereby certify that the above particulars, to the best of my knowledge and belief, are correct, and I agree
to conform to your rules, regulations and conditions.

Date ..............................................................
Signatures of Owner, Agent, Farm Manager, etc (Cross out as required)
Cash/Cheque/P.O. for £ .... Enclosed to cover fees.
Cheques, or BACS payment made payable to: The Auctioneer.
Paid Auctioneer via BACS □

This form to be returned immediately after completion to:
WELSH BLACK CATTLE SOCIETY, ROYAL WELSH SHOWGROUND,
BUILTH WELLS, POWYS, LD2 3NJ
Tel: 01982 551 111 or 07943 138 480

IMPORTANT NOTES
To avoid mistakes, etc., in dealing with your Sale Entry please ensure that the following points are
observed:
1. Enter the venue and date of sale on the front and on the top of the entry form (inside).
2. Forward Pedigree Certificates for all animals entered, together with the entry forms to office, so that the
Certificates can be sent to the new owner in due course.
3. Breeders who wish to include remarks for females, must give such remarks on a separate sheet which
must be attached to this form, together with a payment of £1.00 to cover the cost of inclusion in the
catalogue.

Weights of Beef Recorded Bulls are requested in 200, 300, 400 and 500 day adjusted weights and
will be printed free in the catalogue, together with any remarks required.

4. Entries will not be accepted unless accompanied by Entrance Fee, payable to the Auctioneer.

REMARKS
(Please use separate sheet)
Remarks on females will be printed in the Catalogue only if the £1 is enclosed with this form.

ENTRIES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNLESS ACCOMPANIED
BY ENTRANCE FEE
Where any inconsistency may exist between these Regulations and the Society’s Auction Sale Rules the latter shall prevail.

REGULATIONS
(Supplementary to Welsh Black Cattle Society’s Auction Sale Rules)

1. Entries must be made at the Society’s Office, Royal Welsh Showground, Builth Welsh, or forwarded with entry fees to the Secretary seven weeks before the date of Sale. No entries will be accepted unless accompanied by the entry fees.

2. All entries must be made on a printed form obtainable from the Secretary. A separate entry form is required for each entry. The exhibitors alone are responsible for the correctness of the pedigree and other particulars. Breeders with more than one animal to sell should apply for more forms on receiving this schedule.

3. All animals will be sold in guineas, which is the equivalent of £1.05. Five new pence shall be Commission for Sale and a further one and a half pence (11/2p) in the guinea will be paid to the funds of the Welsh Black Cattle Society.

4. Cattle will be sold for cash only.

5. The exhibitors will, in all cases, be considered responsible for the care of their stock, and they will also be held responsible for any damage done by their animals. Neither the Auctioneers, nor the Society, will be responsible for loss ensuing from accident or other causes.

6. Cattle for the competition must be at the Mart on or before the commencing time for judging. Every animal must be provided with a sufficiently strong halter, and all Bulls must have a bull ring in the nose, and the owner must keep all animals under control.

7. Every Exhibitor must send at least one servant in charge of Stock exhibited by him, which will be in his sole care subject to the orders and regulations of the Stewards.

8. In case of any violation of the rules and regulations of the Show, false statements as to age, change of name or proprietorship respecting the animal exhibited, or any other practices calculated to deceive the Stewards or mislead the Judges, the person or persons so offending, together with any stock that they may have for exhibition may be removed from the premises and may be disqualified from competing at any future show.

9. The Society reserves the right to return the entrance fee, and to refuse the entries of any person for whatever reason.

10. The prize-money or Trophies won, will not be paid or handed, to the exhibitor, if the exhibits are not sold by Auction at the Sale.

11. If a date of service is stated, the date shall be the last bona fide date, to the best of the owner’s knowledge and belief on which the cow or heifer was in season. Should she subsequently break her service a statement to that effect must be publicly made at the Sale.

12. All animals intended for the Show Ring must be halter-led and paraded before the Judge. No animals to be judged in their stalls.

13. All bulls will be weighed. The Weight gain announced for bulls of 18 months and under, will be calculated before being judged; and will be the average daily gain per day of age, (the birth weight will not have been allowed for).

14. No Bulls under 10 months old can be entered for the Sale.

15. No female over 10 years old can be entered for the Sale.

16. All exhibitors to accept the decision of the Inspectors.